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 2 

ABSTRACT  21 
 22 

Vibrio cholerae can cause a range of symptoms in infected patients, ranging from severe diarrhea 23 

to asymptomatic infection. Previous studies using whole genome sequencing (WGS) of multiple 24 

bacterial isolates per patient have shown that Vibrio cholerae can evolve a modest amount of 25 

genetic diversity during symptomatic infection. Little is known about V. cholerae genetic 26 

diversity within asymptomatic infected patients. To achieve increased resolution in the detection 27 

of Vibrio cholerae diversity within individual infections, we applied culture-based population 28 

genomics and metagenomics to a cohort of symptomatic and asymptomatic cholera patients. 29 

While the metagenomic approach allowed us to detect more mutations in symptomatic patients 30 

compared to the culture-based approach, WGS of isolates was still necessary to detect V. 31 

cholerae diversity in asymptomatic carriers, likely due to their low Vibrio cholerae load. We 32 

found that symptomatic and asymptomatic patients contain similar levels of within-patient 33 

diversity, and discovered V. cholerae hypermutators in some patients. While hypermutators 34 

appeared to generate mostly selectively neutral mutations, non-mutators showed signs of 35 

convergent mutation across multiple patients, suggesting V. cholerae adaptation within hosts. Our 36 

results highlight the power of metagenomics combined with isolate sequencing to characterize 37 

within-patient diversity in acute V. cholerae infection and asymptomatic infection, while 38 

providing evidence for hypermutator phenotypes within cholera patients.   39 
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 3 

IMPORTANCE 40 

Pathogen evolution within patients can impact phenotypes such as drug resistance and virulence, 41 

potentially affecting clinical outcomes. V. cholerae infection can result in life-threatening 42 

diarrheal disease, or asymptomatic infection. Here we describe whole-genome sequencing of V. 43 

cholerae isolates and culture-free metagenomic sequencing from stool of symptomatic cholera 44 

patients and asymptomatic carriers. Despite the acuteness of cholera infections, we found 45 

evidence for adaptive mutations in the V. cholerae genome that occur independently and 46 

repeatedly within multiple symptomatic patients. We also identified V. cholerae hypermutator 47 

phenotypes within 6 out of 14 patients, which appear to generate mainly neutral or deleterious 48 

mutations. Our work sets the stage for future studies of the role of hypermutators and within-49 

patient evolution in explaining the variation from asymptomatic carriage to symptomatic cholera.  50 

 51 

KEYWORDS: Vibrio cholerae, cholera, metagenomics, within-patient evolution, hypermutation, 52 

asymptomatic carriage  53 
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 4 

INTRODUCTION  55 

 Infection with Vibrio cholerae, the etiological agent of cholera, causes a clinical spectrum 56 

of symptoms that range from asymptomatic colonization of the intestine to severe watery diarrhea 57 

that can lead to death. Although absent from most resource-rich countries, this severe diarrheal 58 

disease still plagues many developing nations. According to the WHO, there are an estimated 1.3 59 

to 4.0 million cases of cholera each year, with 21,000 to 143,000 deaths worldwide (Ali et al. 60 

2015). Cholera predominantly occurs in endemic areas, but can also cause explosive outbreaks as 61 

seen in Haiti in 2010 or in Yemen, where over 2.2 million cases are suspected since 2016 (Weil, 62 

Ivers, et Harris 2011; Camacho et al. 2018). Although cholera vaccines have reduced disease in 63 

some areas, the increasing number of people lacking access to sanitation and safe drinking water, 64 

the emergence of a pandemic lineage of V. cholerae with increased virulence (Satchell et al. 65 

2016), and environmental persistence of this waterborne pathogen underscore the need to 66 

understand and interrupt transmission of this disease.  67 

Cholera epidemiology and evolutionary dynamics have been studied by high-throughput 68 

sequencing technologies and new modeling approaches, at a global and local scale (Weil et Ryan 69 

2018; Domman et al. 2018). Yet, many questions remain regarding asymptomatic carriers of V. 70 

cholerae, including their role and importance in the transmission chain during an epidemic (King 71 

et al. 2008; Phelps, Simonsen, et Jensen 2019). Numerous observational studies have identified 72 

host factors that could impact the severity of symptoms, including lack of pre-existing immunity, 73 

blood group O status, age, polymorphisms in genes of the innate immune system, or variation in 74 

the gut microbiome (Harris et al. 2005; 2008; Weil, Khan, et al. 2009; Midani et al. 2018; Levade 75 

et al. 2020).  76 

Recent studies have shown that despite the acute nature of cholera infection, which 77 

typically lasts only a few days, genetic diversity can appear and be detected in a V. cholerae 78 
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population infecting individual patients (Seed et al. 2014; Levade et al. 2017). In a previous 79 

study, we sampled multiple V. cholerae isolates from each of eight patients (five from 80 

Bangladesh and three from Haiti) and sequenced 122 bacterial genomes in total. Using stringent 81 

controls to guard against sequencing errors, we detected a few (0-3 per patient) within-patient 82 

intra-host single nucleotide variants (iSNVs), and a greater number of gene content variants (gene 83 

gain/loss events within patients) (Levade et al. 2017). This variation may affect adaptation to the 84 

host environment, either by resistance to phage predation (Seed et al. 2014) or by impacting 85 

biofilm formation (Levade et al. 2017), but it is not known how within-patient diversity affects 86 

disease severity.    87 

Several pathogens are known to evolve within human hosts (Didelot et al. 2016), and 88 

hypermutation has been observed in some cases (Jolivet-Gougeon et al. 2011; Lieberman et al. 89 

2013; Marvig et al. 2013). Hypermutation is a phenotype whereby a strain loses the function of 90 

its mismatch repair machinery and thus becomes a hypermutator. While these hypermutators may 91 

quickly acquire adaptive mutations, they also bear a burden of deleterious mutations (Giraud et 92 

al. 2001). For the population to survive the burden of deleterious mutations, hypermutators may 93 

revert to a non-mutator state, or may recombine their adaptive alleles into the genomes of non-94 

mutators in the population (Denamur et al. 2000; Jolivet-Gougeon et al. 2011). The hypermutator 95 

phenotype has been observed in vibrios in the aquatic environment (Chu et al. 2017), and induced 96 

in V. cholerae in an experimental setting (Wang et al. 2018), but not clearly documented within 97 

infected patients. There is some evidence for hypermutation in V. cholerae clinical strains 98 

isolated between 1961 and 1965 (Didelot et al. 2015); however, the authors recognized that these 99 

hypermutators could also have emerged during long-term culture (Eisenstark 2010). It therefore 100 

remains unclear if hypermutators readily emerge within cholera patients, nor their consequences 101 

for disease outcomes and transmission.     102 
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When within-patient pathogen populations are studied with culture-based methods, their 103 

diversity may be underestimated because the culture process can select isolates more suited to 104 

growth in culture, and due to undersampling of rare variants. In this study, we used a combination 105 

of culture-free metagenomics and WGS of cultured isolates to characterize the within-patient 106 

diversity of V. cholerae in individuals with different clinical syndromes ranging from 107 

symptomatic to asymptomatic infection. We found that previous culture-based analyses likely 108 

underestimated the true variation within infected hosts. However, asymptomatic persons yielded 109 

too few metagenomic reads to assess within-patient variation, and this could only be accessed 110 

using cultured V. cholerae isolates. Using this culture-based approach to compare symptomatic to 111 

asymptomatic contacts from three households, we found similar levels of within-patient diversity 112 

regardless of disease severity. Using both approaches, we also describe the presence of 113 

hypermutator V. cholerae within both symptomatic and asymptomatic infected patients. These 114 

hypermutators are characterized by a high mutation rate, and accumulation of an excess of likely 115 

neutral or deleterious mutations in the genome. Finally, we provide evidence of adaptive 116 

mutations occurring during non-mutator V. cholerae infections. 117 

 118 
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RESULTS 119 

 120 

Taxonomic analyses of metagenomics sequences from Vibrio cholerae infected index cases 121 

and household contacts.   122 

 To evaluate the level of within-patient diversity of Vibrio cholerae populations infecting 123 

symptomatic and asymptomatic patients in a cohort in Dhaka, Bangladesh, we used both culture-124 

based whole genome sequencing and culture-free shotgun metagenomic approaches (Fig. 1). We 125 

performed metagenomic sequencing of 22 samples from 21 index cases and 11 samples from 10 126 

household contacts infected with Vibrio cholerae, of which two remained asymptomatic during 127 

the follow-up period (Table S1). After removal of reads mapping to the human genome, we used 128 

Kraken2 and MIDAS to taxonomically classify the remaining reads and identify samples with 129 

enough Vibrio cholerae reads to reconstruct genomes. Among symptomatic patients (index cases 130 

and household contacts), 15 samples from 14 patients contained enough reads to reconstruct the 131 

Vibrio cholerae genome with a mean coverage > 5X. Neither of the two asymptomatic patients 132 

had enough Vibrio cholerae reads in their metagenomic sequences to reconstruct genomes by 133 

mapping or de novo assembly (mean coverage <0.05X). We also detected reads from two Vibrio 134 

phages (ICP1 and ICP3) in some of these samples (Table S1).   135 

 136 
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 137 
Figure 1. Summary of the culture-dependent and the culture-free metagenomics workflows for the 138 

characterization of the Vibrio cholerae within-patient diversity. Stool or rectal swab samples were 139 

collected from symptomatic and asymptomatic Vibrio cholerae infected individuals and processed using 140 

two different approaches: (A) Culture, DNA extraction and whole genome sequencing of multiple isolates 141 

per patient; (B) Genome-resolved metagenomics involves DNA extraction directly from a microbiome 142 

sample followed by DNA sequencing, assembly, genome binning and dereplication to generate 143 

metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs), and within-host diversity profiling by mapping reads back to 144 

the MAGs. 145 

 146 

Recovery of high quality Vibrio cholerae MAGs from metagenomic samples 147 

 148 

To reconstruct Vibrio cholerae metagenomic assembled genomes (MAGs) from the 11 149 

samples with coverage > 10X, we de novo assembled each sample individually except for patient 150 
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E, for whom we co-assembled two samples from two consecutive sampling days. High quality 151 

MAGs identified as Vibrio cholerae were obtained from each assembly, with no redundancy, and 152 

completeness ranging from 91 to 100% (Table S2). We dereplicated the set of bins and removed 153 

all but the highest quality genome from each redundant set, identifying the bin from patient J as 154 

the best quality MAG overall.  155 

 156 

Vibrio cholerae within patient nucleotide diversity estimated from metagenomic data 157 

 All metagenomes with Vibrio cholerae mean coverage >5X were mapped against the 158 

dereplicated genome set, and we assessed within-patient genetic diversity using inStrain (Olm et 159 

al. 2020). We identified both single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that varied between 160 

patients (Table S3), and intra patient single nucleotide variants (iSNVs) that varied within 161 

patients (Table S4). We found a total of 39 SNPs between patients, and a range of two to 207 162 

iSNVs within each sample (Table 1, Fig. 2). Given the wide variation in coverage across samples, 163 

we checked for any bias toward detecting iSNVs in high-coverage samples. We observed no 164 

correlation between the number of detected iSNVs and coverage values (r = -0.12, P > 0.05, 165 

Pearson correlation), suggesting no coverage bias, and that diversity levels are comparable across 166 

samples.  167 

 168 
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 169 

Figure 2. Within-patient Vibrio cholerae diversity quantified from metagenomic data. (A) Minor 170 

allele frequency and distribution of intergenic, synonymous and non-synonymous iSNVs across the two 171 

Vibrio cholerae chromosomes for 14 patients with over 5X coverage of the V. cholerae genome. (B) 172 

Numbers of intergenic, synonymous and non-synonymous iSNVs for each patient. (C) Spectrum of 173 

within-patient mutation in hypermutators compared to non-mutators. Error bars represent standard error of 174 
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the mean across the group of hypermutators or non-mutators. Only samples with 6 or more iSNVs were 175 

included to reduce noise from low counts.    176 

 177 

 Several mechanisms could account for the origins of the observed iSNVs, including de novo 178 

mutation within a patient, co-infection by divergent V. cholerae strains, or homologous 179 

recombination. Most iSNVs had low-frequency minor alleles (Fig S1), consistent with recent 180 

mutations occurring within individual patients, rather than co-infection by a roughly equal 181 

mixture of distantly related strains. No iSNVs were observed at the exact same nucleotide 182 

position in different patients, suggesting that iSNVs rarely spread by homologous recombination, 183 

and are never precisely recurrent in our dataset. In patient E, sampled on two consecutive days, 184 

we detected eight iSNVs on the first day, of which four were again detected on the second day, 185 

along with 13 additional iSNVs. This suggests that iSNV allele frequencies can fluctuate 186 

significantly over time. Moreover, iSNVs were distributed across the genome (Fig. 2A), rather 187 

than clustered in hotspots, which would be expected if iSNVs arose from recombination events 188 

(Croucher et al. 2011). Although we cannot strictly exclude co-infection or recombination events 189 

as sources of diversity, most of the observed iSNVs are consistent with de novo mutation within 190 

patients.  191 

 192 

Evidence for V. cholerae hypermutators within patients 193 

 In 5 of the 6 patients with a high number of iSNVs (>25), we identified non-synonymous 194 

(NS) mutations in genes involved in DNA mismatch repair pathways, including the DNA 195 

polymerase II in patient D, or proteins of the methyl-directed mismatch repair (MMR) system in 196 

patient F, I and K (Table 1). These NS variants could explain why these samples seem to have a 197 

higher level of within-host diversity, and suggest the presence of Vibrio cholerae with a 198 
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hypermutator phenotype (Jolivet-Gougeon et al. 2011). In the patient harboring the highest 199 

number of variants (Patient F, 207 iSNVs), we detected two NS mutations in two different genes 200 

coding for proteins involved in DNA repair: the DNA mismatch repair endonuclease MutL 201 

(Jolivet-Gougeon et al. 2011), and the nuclease SbcCD subunit C (Didelot et al. 2015)(Lovett 202 

2011)(Darmon et al. 2007). The patient with the second highest number of iSNVs, patient A, 203 

contained a high number of intergenic variants (87 out of 96 iSNVs, Fig. 2B), but no apparent NS 204 

mutations in genes involved in DNA repair. This large number of intergenic iSNVs are unlikely 205 

due to read mapping errors, since the same iSNV calls were obtained when using the MAG from 206 

patient A as a reference genome. In patient I, where we also detected a high number of iSNVs, a 207 

NS mutation in the gene coding for the MutT/nudix protein, involved in the repair of oxidative 208 

DNA damage (Lu et al. 2001), could also cause a strong hypermutation phenotype. Patient D, H 209 

and K presented fewer iSNVs but also showed NS mutations in genes involved in DNA damage 210 

repair (Foster et al. 1995) (Lee, Sung, et Verdine 2019). However, some of these genes have been 211 

shown to play less critical roles in bacterial DNA repair than MutSLH (Jolivet-Gougeon et al. 212 

2011)(Kunkel et Erie 2005), which could lead to a weaker hypermutator phenotype.  213 

 Previous studies have noted mutational biases in hypermutators, such as an increase of 214 

transition over transversion mutations in a Burkholderia dolosa mutator with a defective MutL 215 

(Lieberman et al. 2013), or an excess of G : C→T : A transversions in a Bacillus anthracis 216 

hypermutator (Zeibell et al. 2007), and in members of the gut microbiome (Zhao et al. 2019). 217 

When we compared the spectrum of mutations observed in suspected hypermutators to non-218 

mutator samples, we found a significance difference (Chi-square test, P<0.01) due to an apparent 219 

excess of G : C→T : A transversions in hypermutators (Fig. 2C). 220 

 Current theory suggests that hypermutators may be adaptive under novel or stressful 221 

environmental conditions because they more rapidly explore the mutational space and are the first 222 
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to acquire adaptive mutations. However, hypermutation comes at the cost of the accumulation of 223 

deleterious mutations. To test the hypothesis that hypermutation leads to fitness costs due to these 224 

deleterious mutations, we used iRep (Brown et al. 2016) to estimate V. cholerae replication rates 225 

in each sample, and test whether replication rate was negatively associated with the number of 226 

iSNVs. iRep infers replication rates from MAGs and metagenomic reads (Brown et al. 2016). For 227 

instance, an iRep value of 2 would indicate that most of the population is replicating one copy of 228 

its chromosome. In our data (Table 1), iRep values varied from 1.23 (patient E at day 2) to 5.43 229 

(patient D), and we did not find any association between the replication rate of Vibrio cholerae 230 

and the number of iSNVs detected within each subject (Fig. S2B, Pearson correlation, r = 0.15, P 231 

> 0.05). This suggests that deleterious mutations in hypermutators could be counterbalanced by 232 

adaptive mutations that maintain growth. Alternatively, higher iRep values could be associated 233 

with larger V. cholerae population sizes, which could support greater genetic diversity and yield a 234 

positive correlation between iRep values and the number of iSNVs. These hypotheses merit 235 

testing in larger patient cohorts. 236 

 237 

Convergent evolution suggests adaptation of non-mutator V. cholerae within patients  238 

 While none of the patients shared iSNVs at the exact same nucleotide position, some 239 

contained parallel (or convergent) mutations in the same gene (Table 2). To determine whether 240 

genes that acquired multiple mutations could be under positive selection within the host, we 241 

performed permutation tests for hypermutator and non-mutator samples separately (Methods). 242 

Among the hypermutator samples, we identified five genes with NS mutations in two or more 243 

patients (Table 2), which was not an unexpectedly high level of convergence given the large 244 

number of mutations in hypermutators (permutation test, P=0.97). That the P-value approaches 1 245 
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suggests either that the hypermutators are actually selected against mutating the same genes in 246 

different patients, or – more likely – that the permutation test is conservative. For the samples 247 

with no evidence of hypermutator phenotypes, we identified two genes with NS mutations in two 248 

patients. The first gene, hlyA, encodes a hemolysin that causes cytolysis by forming heptameric 249 

pores in human cell membranes (Olson et Gouaux 2005), while the second gene encodes a 250 

putative ABC transporter ferric-binding protein (Table 2). Observing convergent mutations in 251 

two different genes is unexpected (permutation test, P=0.039) in a test that is likely to be 252 

conservative. We also note that the three iSNVs in hlyA have relatively high minor allele 253 

frequencies (0.22-0.43) compared to other convergent NS mutations (median minor allele 254 

frequency of 0.11; Table 2) and to NS mutations overall (median of 0.12; Table S4). Together, 255 

these analyses suggest that V. cholerae hypermutators produce NS mutations that are 256 

predominantly deleterious or neutral, while evidence for within-patient positive selection on 257 

certain genes in non-mutators merits further investigation. 258 

 To further explore differential selection at the protein level within and between patients, 259 

we applied the McDonald-Kreitman test (McDonald et Kreitman 1991) to the 9 patients with no 260 

evidence for hypermutation, and to the five patients harboring potential hypermutators. Based on 261 

whole-genome sequences of V. cholerae isolates, we previously found an excess of NS mutations 262 

fixed between patients in Bangladesh, based on a small sample of five patients (Levade et al. 263 

2017). Here, based on metagenomes from a larger number of patients, we found the opposite 264 

pattern of a slight excess of NS mutations segregating as iSNVs within patients, consistent with 265 

slightly deleterious mutations occurring within patients and purged over evolutionary time. 266 

However, the difference between NS:S ratios within and between patients was not statistically 267 

significant (Fisher's exact test, P>0.05; Table S5); thus, the evidence for differential selective 268 

pressures within versus between cholera patients remains inconclusive. 269 
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 Many NS mutations occurred in genes involved in transmembrane transport, 270 

pathogenesis, response to antibiotics, secretion systems, chemotaxis, and metabolic processes 271 

(Figure S3). Both hypermutator samples (Fig. S3B) and non-mutators (Fig. S3C) have a high 272 

NS:S ratio in genes of unknown function, while hypermutators have many NS mutations in 273 

transmembrane proteins, which are absent in non-mutators. However, non-mutator samples have 274 

more NS mutations in genes involved in pathogenesis and secretion systems. Most of the NS 275 

mutations involved in pathogenesis were found in the gene hlyA (a target of convergent 276 

evolution, mentioned above). 277 

 278 

Whole genome sequencing of Vibrio cholerae isolates confirms hypermutator phenotypes 279 

and suggests similar diversity levels in symptomatic and asymptomatic patients 280 

 In addition to metagenomic analyses, we performed whole genome sequencing of 281 

multiple Vibrio cholerae clinical isolates from index cases and asymptomatic contacts (Fig. 1A) 282 

from three households (56, 57, and 58, Table S1). As noted above, asymptomatic infected 283 

contacts did not yield sufficient metagenomic reads to assemble the V. cholerae genome or call 284 

iSNVs, but their stool cultures yielded colonies for whole-genome sequencing. The first 285 

asymptomatic contact, 58.01, tested positive for Vibrio cholerae on day 4 after the presentation of 286 

the index case to the hospital, and Vibrio cholerae was cultured from the stool on days 4, 6, 7 and 287 

8. We sequenced five isolates respectively from day 4 and 6 samples, and four isolates from each 288 

of the subsequent days. For households 56 and 57, five isolates were sequenced from each 289 

sample, at day 1 for the index cases and day 2 for the asymptomatic carriers (Table S6).  290 

 The index case from household 58 (called 58.00 or patient N) was also included in the 291 

metagenomic analysis described above, allowing a comparison between culture-dependent and -292 

independent assessments of within-patient diversity. We did not detect any iSNVs in patient 293 
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58.00, as the five isolates sequenced were isogenic. In contrast, the metagenomic analysis of 294 

patient N revealed seven iSNVs (Table 1), suggesting a higher sensitivity for the detection of rare 295 

variants.  296 

 In contrast to metagenomes consisting of many unlinked reads, whole-genome sequencing 297 

allows the reconstruction of a phylogeny describing the evolution of V. cholerae within and 298 

between patients (Fig. 3). As described previously (Domman et al. 2018), isolates from members 299 

of the same household tended to cluster together. In index case 57.00, four of the isolates were 300 

isogenic, and one isolate was identical to the five isolates sequenced from the asymptomatic 301 

contact from the same household, patient 57.01 (Table 3, Fig. 3). This shared genotype between 302 

the two individuals was unexpected, and could suggest a potential transmission event from the 303 

asymptomatic contact to the index case, followed by a mutational event and the spreading of the 304 

new variant in the index case. The only mutation found in four of the five isolates from the index 305 

case was a non-synonymous mutation in a gene coding for a cyclic-di-GMP-modulating response 306 

regulator, which could have an impact on the regulation of biofilm formation in the host (Tischler 307 

et Camilli 2004). However, the hypothesis that this was a transmission event is only supported by 308 

one mutation, and therefore remains uncertain. Among the other index cases, we found no iSNVs 309 

in patient 58.00 and two iSNVs in patient 56.00. One isolate from this patient had a synonymous 310 

mutation in a hypothetical protein, and another isolate had a non-synonymous mutation in a 311 

UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 4,6-dehydratase gene (Table 3). We detected iSNVs in the other 312 

asymptomatic contacts, with one synonymous and one intergenic mutation in contact 58.02, and 313 

one non-synonymous mutation in one isolate from contact 56.01 (Table 3, Fig. 3).  314 

  315 
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 316 

Figure 3. Phylogeny and pan-genome of 48 Vibrio cholerae isolates from index cases and their 317 

asymptomatic contacts. The phylogeny was inferred using Maximum Parsimony. The percentage of 318 

replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 replicates) are 319 

shown next to the branches. Filled circles represent isolates from index cases and empty circles represent 320 

isolates from their asymptomatic contacts. The heatmap of gene presence-absence is based on 102 genes 321 

in the flexible genome. Colored blocks in the heatmap indicate gene presence; white indicates gene 322 

absence. Each row corresponds to an isolate from the phylogenetic tree and each column represents an 323 

orthologous gene family. Each unique color represents a different individual. 324 
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Notably, we also found evidence for a hypermutator in contact 58.01. One isolate sampled 326 

from this contact had the highest number of mutations seen in any branch in the phylogeny (five 327 

NS mutations) which could be explained by a NS mutation in the gene encoding MutS, another 328 

key component of the methyl-directed mismatch repair (MMR) system (Table 3, Fig. 3). The 329 

mutation in this gene could explain the accumulation of a surprising number of mutations in this 330 

isolate, which is likely a hypermutator. This contact presented no variants in the isolates sampled 331 

at day 4 and 6, but we found this hypermutator isolate on day 7. However, this genotype was not 332 

found at day eight, either due to the lower resolution in the detection of variants with the WGS of 333 

cultured isolates, or the disappearance of this mutant from the population. 334 

 335 

Pan-genome analyses  336 

 Whole-genome isolate sequencing also provides the opportunity to study variation in 337 

gene content (the pangenome) within and between patients. We identified a total of 3523 core 338 

genes common to all V. cholerae genomes, and 102 flexible genes present in some but not all 339 

genomes (Figure 3; Table S7). We also found an additional 214 genes present uniquely in isolate 340 

56.00C4, assembled into one single contig identified as the genome of the lytic Vibrio phage 341 

ICP1, which was assembled alongside the Vibrio cholerae genome. This phage contig contained 342 

the ICP1 CRISPR/Cas system, which consists of two CRISPR loci (designated CR1 and CR2) 343 

and six cas genes, as previously described (Seed et al. 2011; 2013). These genes were excluded 344 

from subsequent V. cholerae pan genome analyses.  345 

Among the 102 flexible genes, some varied in presence/absence within a patient, ranging 346 

from twelve to 53 genes gained or lost per patient (Table S7; Fig. 3). The majority of these 347 

flexible genes (78%) were annotated as hypothetical, and several were transposases or prophage 348 

genes. One gene known to be critical for streptogramin antibiotic resistance, a streptogramin A 349 
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acetyltransferase, was absent in five isolates from contact 58.01 (Alcala et al. 2020). A large 350 

deletion of 24 genes was detected in patient 58.00, in an 18kb phage-inducible chromosomal 351 

island (PICI) previously shown to prevent phage reproduction, and which is targeted by the ICP1 352 

CRISPR/Cas system (Seed et al. 2013). These PICI-like elements are induced during phage 353 

infection, and interfere with phage reproduction via multiple mechanisms (Ram et al. 2012; 354 

O’Hara et al. 2017). The deletion of this PICI element in the V. cholerae genome may be a 355 

consequence of an ongoing evolutionary arms race between V. cholerae and its phages.  356 

 357 

DISCUSSION 358 

Although within-patient Vibrio cholerae genetic diversity has been reported previously 359 

(Seed et al. 2012; 2014; Kendall et al. 2010; Levade et al. 2017), our results confirmed that 360 

within-patient diversity is a common feature observed in both symptomatic patients with cholera 361 

but also in asymptomatically infected individuals. In this study, we used a combination of 362 

metagenomic and WGS sequencing technologies to characterize this within-patient diversity, 363 

revealing evidence for hypermutator phenotypes in both symptomatic and asymptomatic 364 

infections.  365 

 We showed that metagenomics has a higher sensitivity to detect rare genetic variants in 366 

the within-patient Vibrio cholerae population. In our previous study, we detected between zero 367 

and three iSNVs in cultured isolates from patients with acute infection (Levade et al. 2017). In 368 

contrast, metagenomic analyses allowed us to detect two iSNVs in the patient with the lowest 369 

level of diversity, but up to 207 iSNVs in another individual (Table 1). In the only patient for 370 

which we were able to characterize Vibrio cholerae intra-host diversity both from the 371 

metagenome and from cultured isolates, we did not identify any iSNVs in the isolates, but 372 

detected 7 iSNVs from the metagenomic analyses, even with a coverage <10X. These results 373 
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highlight one of the potential limitations of the colony sequencing-based approach for the study 374 

of within-host diversity: the difficulty of recovering rare members of the population (Brenzinger 375 

et al. 2019).   376 

Despite better sensitivity to detect rare variants, metagenomics has limitations. Within-377 

sample diversity profiles cannot be established for low-abundance microbes with insufficient 378 

sequence coverage (< 5X) and depth, and this level of coverage is difficult to obtain in diverse 379 

microbial communities. In this study, only 48% of the samples from patients with acute 380 

symptoms, known to harbor a high fraction of vibrios in their stool (1010-1012 vibrios per liter of 381 

stool), contained enough reads to reconstruct Vibrio cholerae MAGs and to quantify within-382 

patient diversity. Asymptomatic patients typically shed even less V. cholerae in their stool 383 

(Nelson et al. 2009), making it even more challenging to assemble their genomes using 384 

metagenomics without  depletion of host DNA or targeted sequence capture techniques 385 

(Bachmann et al. 2018; Vezzulli et al. 2017).  386 

Hypermutation has been defined as an excess of mutations due to deficiency in DNA 387 

mismatch repair, and hypermutator strains have been described in diverse pathogenic infections 388 

and in vivo experiments, including Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Haemophilus influenzae and 389 

Streptococcus pneumoniae in cystic fibrosis patients, or E. coli in diverse habitats (Jolivet-390 

Gougeon et al. 2011; Oliver et Mena 2010; Labat et al. 2005). In Vibrio cholerae, a previous 391 

study of 260 clinical isolate genomes identified 17 isolates with an unusually high number of 392 

SNPs uniformly distributed along the genome (Didelot et al. 2015). Most of these genomes 393 

contained mutations in one or more of four genes (mutS, mutH, mutL and uvrD) that play key 394 

roles in DNA mismatch repair (Didelot et al. 2015). These authors cautiously suggested that this 395 

apparent high frequency of hypermutators could be associated with the rapid spread of the 396 

seventh cholera pandemic, particularly because hypermutators may be a sign of population 397 
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bottlenecks and recent selective pressure. However, they also hypothesized that these high 398 

mutation rates could be artefactual because the V. cholerae isolates had been maintained in stab 399 

cultures for many years. It thus remains unclear if a hypermutator phenotype was derived within 400 

patients or during culture (Didelot et al. 2015; Eisenstark 2010). Using our metagenomic 401 

approach, we showed that hypermutators can indeed emerge during infection. Using culture-402 

based whole genome sequencing, using only a brief overnight culture, we confirmed that 403 

hypermutators occur in asymptomatic patients as well. Future work will be required to determine 404 

any impacts of hypermutation on cholera disease severity or transmission. 405 

Hypermutator phenotypes are believed to be advantageous for the colonization of new 406 

environments or hosts, allowing the hypermutator bacteria to generate adaptive mutations more 407 

quickly, which leads to the more efficient exploitation of resources or increased resistance to 408 

environmental stressful conditions, such as antibiotics (Jolivet-Gougeon et al. 2011; Oliver et 409 

Mena 2010; Labat et al. 2005; Giraud et al. 2001). However, this high mutation rate can have a 410 

negative impact on fitness in the long term, with most of the mutations being neutral or 411 

deleterious (Funchain et al. 2000; Giraud et al. 2001; Chu et al. 2017). A mouse model study 412 

showed that hypermutation can be an adaptive strategy for V. cholerae to resist host-produced 413 

reactive oxygen induced stress, and lead to a colonization advantage by increased catalase 414 

production and increased biofilm formation (Wang et al. 2018).  In our study of convergent 415 

evolution, we found no evidence for adaptive mutations in the hypermutators. This could be 416 

because the signal from a small number of adaptive mutations are obscured by overwhelming 417 

noise from a large number of neutral or deleterious mutations. Further work is therefore needed 418 

to determine if V. cholerae mutators produce adaptive mutations during human infection.  419 

 In contrast, we did find evidence for an excess of convergent mutations occurring 420 

independently in the same genes in different patients, suggesting parallel adaptation in non-421 
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mutator V. cholerae infections. Specifically, two patients contained mutations in the same 422 

hemolysin gene, hlyA, which codes for a toxin that has both vacuolating and cytocidal activities 423 

against a number of cell lines, including human intestinal cells (Tsou et Zhu 2010), and is known 424 

to be an important virulence factor in Vibrio cholerae El Tor O1 and a major target of immune 425 

responses during acute infection (Olivier et al. 2007; Weil, Arifuzzaman, et al. 2009). Previous 426 

studies of within-patient V. cholerae evolution did not identify mutations in hlyA, and instead 427 

identified different mutations possibly under selection for biofilm formation (Levade et al. 2017) 428 

or phage resistance phenotypes (Seed et al. 2014). This lack of concordance could be explained 429 

by relatively modest sample sizes of cholera patients in these studies but could also suggest that 430 

selective pressures may be idiosyncratic and person-specific across Vibrio cholerae infections.  431 

In conclusion, our results illustrate the potential and limitations of metagenomics as a 432 

culture-independent approach for the characterization of within-host pathogen diversity, and that 433 

this diversity is likely to be underestimated by traditional culture-based techniques. We also 434 

provide evidence that hypermutators emerge within human V. cholerae infection, and their 435 

evolutionary dynamics and relevance to disease progression merits further study.  436 

 437 

  438 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 439 

Sample collection, clinical outcomes and metagenomic sequencing 440 

To study within-host diversity of V. cholerae during infection, we used stool and rectal 441 

swab samples collected from cholera patients admitted to the icddr,b (International Center for 442 

Diarrheal Disease Research, Bangladesh) Dhaka Hospital, and from their household contacts, as 443 

previously described (Midani et al. 2018). Index cases were defined as patients presenting to the 444 

hospital with severe acute diarrhea and a stool culture positive for V. cholerae. Individuals who 445 

shared the same cooking pot with an index patient for three or more days are considered 446 

household contacts and were enrolled within 6 hours of the presentation of the index patient to 447 

the hospital. Rectal swabs were collected each day during a ten-day follow up period after 448 

presentation of the index case. Household contacts underwent daily clinical assessment of 449 

symptoms and collection of blood for serological testing. Contacts were determined to be 450 

infected if any rectal swab culture was positive for V. cholerae or if the contact developed 451 

diarrhea and a 4-fold increase in vibriocidal titer during the follow-up period (Harris et al. 2008; 452 

Weil, Khan, et al. 2009). If they developed watery diarrhea during the follow up period, contacts 453 

with positive rectal swabs were categorized as symptomatic and those without diarrhea were 454 

considered asymptomatic. We excluded patients with age below two and above 60 years old, or 455 

with major comorbid conditions (Harris et al. 2008; Weil et al. 2009). 456 

 457 

 Fecal samples and rectal swabs from the day of infection and follow up timepoints were 458 

collected and immediately placed on ice after collection and stored at -80°C until DNA 459 

extraction. DNA extraction was performed with the PowerSoil DNA extraction kits (Qiagen) 460 

after pre-heating to 65°C for 10 min and to 95°C for 10 min. Sequencing libraries were 461 

constructed for 33 samples from 31 patients, for which we obtained enough DNA. We used the 462 
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NEBNext Ultra II DNA library prep kit and sequenced the libraries on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 463 

(paired-end 125 bp) and the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 S4 (paired-end 150 bp) platforms at the 464 

Genome Québec sequencing platform (McGill University).  465 

 466 

Metagenomic analyses 467 

Sequence preprocessing and assembly 468 

Sequencing fastq files were quality checked with FastQC 469 

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). We removed human and technical 470 

contaminant DNA by aligning reads to the PhiX genome and the human genome (hg19) with 471 

Bowtie2 (Langmead et Salzberg 2012) , and used the iu-filter-quality-minoche script of the 472 

illumina-utils program with default parameters to filter the reads (Eren et al. 2013).    473 

 474 

Taxonomic assignment 475 

Processed paired-end metagenomics sequences were classified using two taxonomic 476 

profilers: Kraken2 v.2.0.8_beta (a k-mer matching algorithm) (Wood, Lu, et Langmead 2019) 477 

and MIDAS v.1.3.0 (a read mapping algorithm) (Nayfach et al. 2016). Kraken 2 examines the k-478 

mers within a query sequence and uses the information within those k-mers to query a database, 479 

then maps k-mers to the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of all genomes known to contain a 480 

given k-mer. Kraken2 was run against a reference database containing all RefSeq viral, bacterial 481 

and archaeal genomes (built in May 2019), with default parameters. MIDAS uses a panel of 15 482 

single-copy marker genes present in all of ~31,000 bacterial species included in its database to 483 

perform taxonomic classification, and maps metagenomic reads to this database to estimate the 484 

read depth and relative abundance of 5,952 bacterial species. We identified metagenomic samples 485 
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containing V. cholerae and vibriophage reads, and computed the mean coverage (number of reads 486 

per base-pair) of the V. cholerae pangenome in the MIDAS database (Table 1).    487 

 488 

Assembly and binning of Vibrio cholerae genomes  489 

To recover good quality metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) of V. cholerae, we 490 

selected metagenomic samples with coverage >10X against the V. cholerae pangenome in the 491 

MIDAS database, and used MEGAHIT v.1.2.9 (Li et al. 2016) to perform de novo assembly. For 492 

9 of the 11 selected samples, we independently assembled the genome of each sample, and co-493 

assembled the two remaining samples, which belong to the same patient (a symptomatic infected 494 

contact on days 9 and 10). Contigs of <1.5 kb were discarded.  495 

We extracted MAGs by binning of our metagenomic assemblies. Because no single 496 

binning approach is superior in every case, with performance of the algorithms varying across 497 

samples, we used different binning tools to recover MAGs. The quality of a metagenomic bin is 498 

evaluated by its completeness (the level of coverage of a population genome), and the 499 

contamination level (the amount of sequence that does not belong to this population from another 500 

genome). These metrics can be estimated by counting the frequency of single-copy marker genes 501 

within each bin (Parks et al. 2015). We inferred bins using CONCOCT v.1.1.0 (Alneberg et al. 502 

2014), MaxBin 2 v.2.2.7 (Wu, Simmons, et Singer 2016) and MetaBAT 2 v.2.12.1 (Kang et al. 503 

2019), with default parameters. We then used DAS_Tool v.1.1.1 on the results of these three 504 

methods, to select a single set of non-redundant, high-quality bins per sample (Sieber et al. 2018). 505 

DAS_Tool is a bin consolidation tool, which predicts single-copy genes in all the provided bin 506 

sets, aggregates bins from the different binning predictions, and extracts a more complete 507 

consensus bin from each aggregate such that the resulting bin has the most single-copy genes 508 

while having a reasonably low number of duplicate genes (Sieber et al. 2018). We then used 509 
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Anvi’o v.6.1 (Eren et al. 2015) to manually refine the bins with contamination higher than 10% 510 

and Centrifuge v.1.0.4_beta (Kim et al. 2016) to determine the taxonomy of all bins in each 511 

sample, in order to identified V. cholerae MAGs.  512 

Bins with completeness > 60% and contamination <10% were first selected, and those 513 

assigned to V. cholerae were further filtered (completeness > 90% and contamination <1% for 514 

the V. cholerae bins). We dereplicated the entire set of bins with dRep v.2.2.3 using a minimum 515 

completeness of 60%, the ANImf algorithm, 99% secondary clustering threshold, maximum 516 

contamination of 10%, and 25% minimum coverage overlap, and obtained 79 MAGs displaying 517 

the best quality and representing individual metagenomic species (MGS).   518 

 519 

Detection of Vibrio cholerae genetic diversity within and between metagenomic samples 520 

We created a bowtie2 index of the 79 representative genomes from the dereplicated set, 521 

including a single high-quality Vibrio cholerae MAG, and mapped reads from each sample to this 522 

set. By including many diverse microbial genomes in the bowtie2 index, we aimed to avoid the 523 

mismapping of reads from other species to the V. cholerae genome, and to reduce potential false 524 

positive intra-host single nucleotide variant (iSNV) calls. We mapped the metagenomics reads of 525 

each sample with a V. cholerae coverage value >5X (obtained with MIDAS) against the set of 79 526 

MAGs, using Bowtie2 (Langmead et Salzberg 2012) with the --very-sensitive parameters. We 527 

also used Prodigal (Hyatt et al. 2010) on the concatenated MAGs, in order to predict open 528 

reading frames using default metagenomic settings.  529 

We then used inStrain on the 15 selected samples 530 

(https://instrain.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html). This program aims to identify and compare  531 

the genetic heterogeneity of microbial populations within and between metagenomic samples 532 

(Olm et al. 2020). “InStrain profile” was run on the mapping results, with the minimum percent 533 
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identity of read pairs to consensus set to 99%, minimum coverage to call a variant of 5X, and 534 

minimum allele frequency to confirm a SNV equal to 0.05. All non-paired reads were filtered 535 

out, as well as reads with an identity value below 0.99. Coverage and breadth of coverage 536 

(percentage of reference base pairs covered by at least one read) were computed for each 537 

genome. InStrain identified both bialllelic and multiallelic SNV frequencies at positions where 538 

phred30 quality filtered reads differ from the reference genome and at positions where multiple 539 

bases were simultaneously detected at levels above the expected sequencing error rate. SNVs 540 

were classified as non-synonymous, synonymous, or intergenic based on gene annotations, and 541 

gene functions were recovered from the Uniprot database (The UniProt Consortium 2019) and 542 

BLAST (Madden 2003). Then, similar filters to those described in (Garud et al. 2019) were 543 

applied to the detected SNVs. We excluded from the analysis positions with very low or high 544 

coverage value D compared to the median coverage 𝐷", and positions within 100 bp of contig 545 

extremities. As sites with very low coverage could result from a bias in sequencing or library 546 

preparation, and sites with higher coverage could arise from mapping error or be the result of 547 

repetitive region or multi-copy genes not well assembled, we masked sites in all the samples if  D 548 

was < 0.3𝐷" and if D was > 3𝐷" in at least two samples. 549 

 550 

Mutation spectrum of hypermutator and non-mutator samples 551 

 For each sample, iSNVs were categorized into six mutation types based on the chemical 552 

nature of the nucleotide changes (transitions or transversions). We combined all the samples with 553 

hypermutators and compared them to the mutation spectrum of the non-mutators. The mutation 554 

spectrum was significantly different between the hypermutator samples and the non-555 

hypermutator samples (Chi-squared test, P<0.01). We then computed the mutation mean and 556 

standard error of each of the six mutation types and compared the two groups (Figure 2C).  557 
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 558 

Bacterial replication rate estimation 559 

Replication rates were estimated with the metric iRep (index of replication), which is 560 

based on the measurement of the rate of the decrease in average sequence coverage from the 561 

origin to the terminus of replication. iRep values (Brown et al. 2016) were calculated by mapping 562 

the sequencing reads of each sample to the V. cholerae MAG assembled from that sample.  563 

 564 

Tests for natural selection 565 

First, we identified signals of convergent evolution in the form of nonsynonymous iSNVs 566 

occurring independently in the same gene in multiple patients. To assess the significance of 567 

convergent mutations, we compared their observed frequencies to expected frequencies in a 568 

simple permutations model. We ran separate permutations for non-mutators (two genes with 569 

convergent mutations in at least two out of eight non-mutator samples, including only one time 570 

point from the patient sampled twice, and excluding the outlier patient A with a large number of 571 

intergenic iSNVs) and possible hypermutators (five genes with convergent mutations in at least 572 

two out of five possible hypermutator samples). In each permutation, we randomized the 573 

locations of the nonsynonymous mutations, preserving the observed number of nonsynonymous 574 

mutations in each sample, and the observed distribution of gene lengths. For simplicity, we 575 

assumed that 2/3 of nucleotide sites in coding regions were nonsynonymous. We repeated the 576 

permutations 1000 times and estimated a P-value as the fraction of permutations yielding greater 577 

than or equal to the observed number of genes mutated in two or more samples.  578 

   Second, we compared natural selection at the protein level within versus between patients, 579 

using the McDonald-Kreitman test (McDonald et Kreitman 1991). We again considered 580 

hypermutators separately. Briefly, the four counts (Pn, Ps, Dn, Ds) of between-patient divergence 581 
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(D) vs. within-patient polymorphism (P), and non-synonymous (n) vs synonymous (s) mutations 582 

were computed and tested for neutrality using a Fisher’s exact test (FDR corrected P-583 

values < 0.05).  584 

  585 

Whole genome sequencing analyses 586 

Culture of Vibrio cholerae isolates 587 

We selected three of the households with asymptomatic infected contacts (households 56, 588 

57, and 58) for within-patient diversity analysis using multiple V. cholerae colonies per 589 

individual. Each index case was sampled on the day of presentation to the icddr,b, and 590 

asymptomatic contacts positive for V. cholerae were sampled on the following day, except for 591 

one contact (household 58, contact 02). This individual was only positive on day 4 following 592 

presentation of the index case, and we collected samples and cultured isolates from day 4 to day 593 

8. Stool samples collected from three index cases and their respective infected contacts were 594 

streaked onto thiosulfate-citrate-bile salts-sucrose agar (TCBS), a medium selective for V. 595 

cholerae. After overnight incubation, individual colonies were inoculated into 5 ml Luria-Bertani 596 

broth and grown at 37 °C overnight. For each colony, 1 ml of broth culture was stored at −80 °C 597 

with 30 % glycerol until DNA extraction. We used the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit, 598 

using 1.5 ml bacteria grown in LB media, to extract the genomic DNA. In order to obtain pure 599 

gDNA templates, we performed a RNase treatment followed by a purification with the MoBio 600 

PowerClean Pro DNA Clean-Up Kit.  601 

 602 

Whole genome sequencing and preprocessing 603 

We prepared 48 sequencing libraries using the NEBNext Ultra II DNA library prep kit 604 

(New England Biolabs) and sequenced them on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 (paired-end 125 bp) 605 
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platform at the Genome Québec sequencing platform (McGill University). Sequencing fastq files 606 

were quality checked with FastQC, and Kraken2 was used to test for potential contamination with 607 

other bacterial species (Wood, Lu, et Langmead 2019).  608 

 609 

Variant calling and phylogeny 610 

We mapped the reads for each sample to the MJ-1236 reference genome and called single 611 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, fixed within patients) and single nucleotide variants (SNVs, 612 

variable within patients) using Snippy v.4.6.0 (Seemann 2015), with default parameters. A 613 

concatenated alignment of these core variants was generated, and an unrooted phylogenic tree 614 

was inferred using maximum parsimony (MP) in MEGA X (Stecher, Tamura, et Kumar 2020). 615 

The percentage of replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap 616 

test (1000 replicates) are shown next to the branches. The MP tree was obtained using the 617 

Subtree-Pruning-Regrafting (SPR) algorithm with search level 1 in which the initial trees were 618 

obtained by the random addition of sequences (10 replicates).  619 

 620 

De novo assembly and pan genome analyses 621 

We de novo assembled genomes from each isolate using SPAdes v.3.11.1 on the short reads, with 622 

default parameters (Bankevich et al. 2012) and used Prokka v1.5 (Seemann 2014) to annotate 623 

them. We constructed a pan-genome from the resulting annotated assemblies using Roary 624 

v.3.13.0 (Page et al. 2015), identifying genes present in all isolates (core genome) and genes only 625 

present in some isolates (flexible genome).  The flexible genome and the phylogenetic tree were 626 

visualized with Phandango v.1.1.0 (Hadfield et al. 2018). 627 

 628 
 629 
 630 
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TABLES  662 
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Patient Total 
number of 

iSNVs 

Number of non-
synonymous 

iSNVs 

Number of 
synonymous 

iSNVs 

Number of 
intergenic 

iSNVs 

Mean 
coverage 

iRep 
value 

DNA repair and 
proofreading genes with 

NS mutation 

Patient A 93 6 0 87 451.3X 3.34 - 

Patient B 18 7 5 6 111.4X 1.7 - 

Patient C 6 0 1 5 111.8X 1.7 - 

Patient D 41 22 9 10 10X 5.43 DNA polymerase II  

Patient E 
day 1 

8 2 1 5 351X 3.25 - 

Patient E 
day 2 

21 7 1 13 258X 1.23 - 

Patient F 207 133 47 27 18.2X 2.48 DNA mismatch repair 
endonuclease MutL 

 
Nuclease SbcCD subunit C 

Patient G 16 12 3 1 7.7X 1.73 - 

Patient H 32 21 11 0 98.5X 4.75 Excinuclease ABC subunit 
UvrB 

Patient I 75 55 20 0 13X 2.79 MutT/nudix family protein 

Patient J 6 1 0 5 424.6X 1.84 - 

Patient K 25 13 6 6 18X 1.69 Formamidopyrimidine-DNA 
glycosylase mutM 

Patient L 13 9 1 3 164.4X 2.67 - 

Patient M 2 0 1 1 113X 2.65 - 

Patient N 7 2 1 3 6.7X 2.27 - 
 

 663 

Table 1. Within-patient Vibrio cholerae diversity profiles from 15 metagenomes. Mutations 664 

segregating within patients are denoted iSNVs. The number of iSNVs and mean coverage values 665 

were computed with InStrain (Olm et al. 2020) and replication rate with  iRep (Brown et al. 666 

2016).   667 
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Protein Patient A Patient B Patient D Patient E Patient F Patient H Patient I Patient K 

Hemolysin (VC cytolysin) NS 
(0.22) - - 3 NS 

(0.22-0.43) - - - - 

2-aminoethylphosphonate ABC 
transporter ferric-binding 

protein 
- NS 

(0.05) - NS 
(0.05) - - - - 

Peptidase B 
 - - NS 

(0.33) - - - NS 
(0.09) - 

Nuclease SbcCD subunit C 
 - - S 

(0.28) - NS 
(0.09) - - - 

C4-dicarboxylate transport 
sensor protein 

 
- - - - NS 

(0.08) - NS 
(0.11) - 

zinc/cadmium/mercury/lead-
transporting ATPase 

 
- - - - NS 

(0.08) - - NS 
(0.06) 

hypothetical protein - - - - NS 
(0.14) - - NS 

(0.14) 

hypothetical protein - - - - NS 
(0.33) 

NS 
(0.11) - - 

Formamidopyrimidine-DNA 
glycosylase mutM 

 
- - - - S 

(0.18) - - NS 
(0.08) 

Phosphoribosylformylglycinami
dine synthase 

 
- - - - - - NS 

(0.06) 
S 

(0.08) 

 668 

Table 2. Set of genes with convergent mutations identified in more than one patient. The 669 

presence of a synonymous or non-synonymous iSNV in each gene and each patient is indicated 670 

with S or NS, respectively, and the minor allele frequency is shown in parentheses. None of the 671 

mutations were found at the same nucleotide or codon position. Patients containing possible or 672 

likely hypermutators are underlined. Only genes and patients containing more than one mutated 673 

gene are shown.674 
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Table 3. Nucleotide changes identified in core genes of the V. cholerae isolates from index 675 

cases (56.00, 57.00 and 58.00) and their asymptomatic contacts. Genome position is according 676 

Type Isolates Mutation 
type 

Nucleotide 
position in 

MJ-1236 

Ref. 
nucleotide 

Alt. 
nucleotide 

Gene annotation Metagenomic 
samples with 
same variant 

iSNV 58.01d7C1 NS Chr1,53054 G A DNA mismatch repair protein MutS - 

SNP Households 56 
and 57  

S Chr1, 198988 G A MSHA biogenesis protein MshQ - 

iSNV 58.01d7C1 NS Chr1, 209665 G A MSHA biogenesis protein MshN - 

iSNV 56.00C4 NS Chr1,374172 C T UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 4,6-dehydratase -  

SNP Household 58 NS Chr1,410638 G A Phosphopantetheine adenylyltransferase Patients M, N 

SNP Households 56 
and 57 

NS Chr1,754154 C T 1,4-dihydroxy-2-naphthoate 
polyprenyltransferase 

- 

SNP Household 58 S Chr1,841538 C T SSU ribosomal protein S4p Patients L, M, N 

SNP Household 58 S Chr1,1315021 T G Exported zinc metalloprotease YfgC 
precursor 

Patients L, M, N 

 iSNV 58.02C1 S Chr1,1576083 C A Periplasmic thiol:disulfide oxidoreductase 
DsbB 

- 

SNP Patient 58.00 NS Chr1,1689779 A C Sigma-54 dependent transcriptional 
regulator 

- 

 SNP Contacts 58.01 
and 58.02 

NS Chr1,2301641 G A Putative membrane protein - 

iSNV 58.01d7C1 NS Chr1,1744854 C T Hypothetical protein - 

SNP Contacts 58.01 
and 58.02 

NS Chr1,2262202 A G Serine transporter - 

 SNP Households 56 
and 57 

NS Chr1,2301641 C T LacI family DNA-binding transcriptional 
regulator 

Patients D, J, K 

iSNV 57.00C5 NS Chr1,2509468 C T cyclic-di-GMP-modulating response 
regulator 

- 

iSNV 56.01C1 NS Chr1,2588496 C T Amidophosphoribosyltransferase - 

iSNV 58.01d7C1 NS Chr1,2693815 C T PTS system, trehalose-specific IIB 
component 

- 

SNP Household 58 NS Chr1,2806858 A T Citrate lyase alpha chain Patients L, M, N 

iSNV 56.00C1 S Chr1,3037471 A G Hypothetical protein - 

SNP Patient 58.00 NS Chr1,3059131 C T DNA polymerase V (UmuC) - 

SNP Households 56 
and 57 

NS Chr1,3095039 G A Outer membrane protein OmpU Patients D, F, G, 
I ,J, K 

SNP Contacts 58.01 
and 58.02 

S Chr1,3105102 C T Glutamate-1-semialdehyde 
aminotransferase 

- 

iSNV 58.01d7C1 NS Chr1,528409 C T Vibriolysin, extracellular zinc protease - 
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to the MJ-1236 reference genome (CP001485.1, CP001486.1). Mutations segregating within 677 

patients are denoted iSNVs; mutations fixed between patients are denoted SNP. Patient allele 678 

frequency shows the allele frequency of the alternative (minor) allele. Ref=Reference allele; 679 

Alt=Alternative allele. NS=non-synonymous; S=synonymous. Chr1=chromosome 1; 680 

Chr2=chromosome  681 

  682 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 683 

Figure S1. Minor allele frequency distributions for iSNVs in 15 metagenomic samples. 684 

Allele frequencies and mean coverage values (cov) were computed with Instrain (Olm et al. 685 

2020) 686 
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 687 

cov = 451.3X cov = 111.4X cov = 111.8X

cov = 258Xcov = 351Xcov = 10X

cov = 18.2X cov = 7.7X cov = 98.5X

cov = 18Xcov = 424.6X

cov = 113X

cov = 13X

cov = 164.4X cov = 6.7X
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 688 
 689 
Figure S2. iSNVs numbers are not linked to depth of metagenomic read coverage (A) or 690 
replication rate (B). Patients with strong hypermutation phenotypes are represented in red, weak 691 
hypermutation phenotypes in orange, and other samples in yellow. 692 
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 693 

 694 
Figure S3. Functional categories of genes containing within-patient variants (iSNVs). The 695 
total number of synonymous and non-synonymous iSNVs in different functional categories was 696 
represented for all patients (A), for the 5 patients with hypermutation phenotypes (B), and for the 697 
9 patients without hypermutation phenotypes (C). Categories are ranked in descending order of 698 
the number of non-synonymous iSNVs.  699 
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